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Preface

This document reports on the National Conference on Wynal/Citizenship

Education held in Philadelphia June 4 6, 1976. The Conference was a

major activity of Planning for Moral/Citizenship Education, a year-lcng

national planning effort carried out by Research for Better Schools (RBS)

pursuant to Contnact 400-76-0043 with the National Institute ofEdication
(NIE). The intent of this report is to provide both an overview and a

detailed analysis of the objectives, assumptions, content, process, prod-

ucts, and evaluation of the Conference. Detailed documentation concern-

ing these aspects of the Conference is available from RBS.
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Overview

The National Conference on Moral/Citizenship Educationwas convened

by RBS at the Sugar Loaf Conference Center, Philadelphia, Pa., June 4 -.6,

1976. The Conference was the focal activity of the nationAplanning

effort on moral/citizenship education (MCE) carried out by RBS under con-

tract with NIE. It was supported in large part by RBS corporate funds.

The Conference brought together both MCE experts and a nultidisciplin-

ary group representing a variety of viewpoints and interests. Because

of limited lodging facilities, participation was restricted to 85 individ-

uals. The planning effort's Advisory Group and Resource Panel played an

impcmtant role in shaping the Oanference. These two groups represent major

educational, religious, civic, and scholarly interests.

The primary purpose of the Conference (in addition to facattalting

an exchange of information across the MCE field) was to develop MCE recom-

nendations fram as wide a base as possible concerning research, develop-

ment, and dissemination (R, D, and L), with the ultimate goal of sub-

mdtting the recommendations to NlE and the public. The Bannat, process,

and conceptualization of the Conference were designed around this purpose.

The key process was one of interaction, with work groups arriving at recom-

mendaticns on the basis of informatiOnal papers presented at the Conference

and work-group deliberations.

This report focuses on a description and analysis of these and

lated Conference elements.

14,tin
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Conference Background

Objectives of Planning Effort

The initial objective of the MCE planning effort, of which the Con-

ference was the most important activity, was to develop MCE recommendar

tions for R, D, and D; its ultimate objective was to develop MCE programs

which will have an impact on our schools and our society consistent with

democratic values and principles.

Public Concerns

The planning effort was initiated in response to a widely expressed

need for coordination and leadership in MCE. This concern centers around

the following considerations.

MCE is a tradition in the United States. Schools have always been

expected to perpetuate the socialization of their students. The curricu-

lum is expected to reinforce values initiated in the home and to inculcate

the principles of worthy citizenship, either directly or indirectly. And

when the home or religious institutions (once partners with schools in pro-

viding moral education) fail to introduce the child to these principles,

the schools are expected to assume the primary responsibility.

The current social malaise --reflected in the rising incidence of

crime, a growing social alienation among many of the young, the widespread
;

breakdown of the family, and a dwindling faith in the democratic process -

offers ample reason for the increasingly vocal call for education that

instills a firm fobndation in moraliethical values. A growing body of

research and increased practitioner involvement further demonstrate the

increasing prominence of MCE.

Tb cite two representative studies, first, an analysis was recently

made of public documents of national groups (State repartments of Educa-

tion, parent groups, sehool boards, religious groups, legal groups, and

other organizations related to the public good) which bear on the impor-

tance and desired characteristics of MCE. Second, a survey.of parent and

1
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teacher opinion was conducted in four regions of the country regarding a

number of substantive aspects of MCE (see "Products of Planning Effort"

section). In both studies the findings were clear: MCE is generally

perceived as an obligation of the school curriculum, an educational im-

perative.

Despite the unquestionable importance of sound MCE, confusion sur-

rounds the question of how best to carry it out. Conflicting theories

of learning and practice are espoused, little is known about the most

appropriate ways to integrate MCE into the traditional curriculum, and

there is evident dispute --with respect to research.findings, content,

and method.

In view of these circumstances, it wculd seem essential to take thor6-

ough stock of the situation. What values, for example, do parents want

taught? Are the policies of various professional organizations congruent

or incongruent? Is the existing research literature definitive, or 'db

serious voids exist? Are scae teaching methodologies more effective than

Others, and if so, under what conditions?

Assumptions of Planning Effort

Based, in part, on these considerations and on an examination of

current activity (both research and practice), the MCE planning effort was

predicated on the following assumptions:

The public has clearly expressed the desire that the educational

community and other interest groups join together to develop and

implement effective MCE in the schools.:

This desire can and must be acted on in ways that do nct violate

the rights, beliefs, and values of ethnic, religious, and cultur-

al minorities within our pluralistic society.

MCE must be based on the recommendations of awide variety of

experts in different fields of specialization. The planning pro-

gnam thus must stem from a collaborative process from a truly

joint effort to determine ends and means.

1 1
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The' knowledge-base for MCE provides a promising foundation for

analyzing key issues, evaluating alternative instructional tech-

niques, and weighing substantive priorities. The more prominent

approaches include the cognitive-decision theorists (Coombs, Peters,

Wilson); the developmental theorists (Bull, Havinghurst, Xohlberg,

Loevinger, Piaget); the prosocial behavior theorists (Aronfreed,

Bandura, Hoffman, Staub); and the values theorists (Lasswell,

Louis Raths, Rokeach).

A planning program must be based on careful and systematic coor-

dination. The diversity of approaches cited above has led to a

mix of information. The planning task is to consider ways to

draw together and expand the body of knowledge, document essential

further research, and --in time --develop effective educational

programs that are acceptable to the public-at-large, respect our

pluralistic beliefs, and provide the young with ethical guidelines

by which to live.

Activities of Planning Effort

The sequence of the planning-effort activities included:

Collection of Data from Interviews

Collection and Analysis of Literature Across the Field

Establishment of a Communication Network

Formation of an Advisory Group and Resource Panel

Convocation of a National Conference (the subject of this report)
-

Preparation of PlanniRg Recommendations

Development of Publications

Fran a procedural viewpoint, the program embraced the following steps:

search and analyze information, conceptualize, seek input, drift recommen-

dations, seek criticisms, and submit reconmendations.

Products of Planning Effort

As a vehicle far both information and commmnication, planning-effbrt

products have taken, or are planned to take, several forms.



A bibliography of approximately 1,800 documents dealing with

moral/values education, coded by type of document and content.

The bibliogirelftwas completed during the spring of 1976 and dis-

seminated in the fall to numerous requestors.

A collection of selected readings which present the most salient

statements of adalmledged leaders in fbur major approaches to

MCE: cognitive decision, developmental, prosocial, and values.

This collection was completed in the spring of 1976, was mailed

to all Conference participants prior to the Conference, and has

been disseminated, on request, to a variety of groups and indi-

viduals.

A Conference report, including major inputs, proceedings, and

recommendations (this dOcument).

A MCE book (see "Conference Publication" section).

Survey and questionnaire findings concerning the need for and

implementation of MCE. TWo of these, (The Importance and Desirea

Characteristics of Moral/Ethical Education in the Public Schools:

A Systematic Analysis of Recent Documents and Teacher and Parent

Opinion Concerning Mbral/Ethical Education in the Public Schools:

A Report of an Institute for Survey Research Study), completed as

part of another RBS work unit, have been disseminated on request.

Although not in the pIanning-effort contract, a third paper, re-

porting on and analyzing current state MCE goals, activities, and

projected activities, is in preparation.

An overview of the MCE paanning effort has been completed. Efforts

are being made to prepare additional papers dealiAgwith special

aspects of MICE, e.g., historical perspective, contemporary issues.

These are planned to.be completed by December 1976.

An annotated bibliography of severs' hundred experimental studies

reporting effects in the =al/values education domain. This

document is completed, with the exception of editorial summaries,

analyses, and overviews. PUblication is scheduled for December 1976.



Occasional Papers. Although not in the planning-effort contract,

an attempt has been made to facilitate communication among those

interested in MCE. Significant papers have been prepared andior

disseminated. The first such paper is a speech entitled Morality

and Citizenship Education: Whose Responsibility? presented by

Terrel H. Bell, Commissioner of Higher Education for the State of

Utah, at the National Conference far Education and Citizenship.

This conference, sponsored by the United States Office of Educa-

tion and the Council of Chief State School Officers, was held in

Kansas City,.Mo., in September 1976. Dr. Bell's speech represents

an important policy proposal fnam a national leader in public

education. Th e second paper, prepared by Edwin Fenton, Carnegie-

Mellon University, is entitled The Relationship of Citizenship

Education to Values Education. It contains important recommenda-

tions fnam a national MCE leader. RBS corporate funds finance

this publication. These two papers will be disseminated by

December 1976.

5
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Description of Conference

Objectives of Conference

The primary objective of the Conference was to develop recommendaticns

for the development of a plan for R, D, and D in MCE. Subobjectives re-

lated to heightening the visibility of the field, bringing together and

fostering conmunication among diverse professional individuals and groups,

and promoting acceptance of,.and support fbr, MCE among leaders in the

educational community.

Assumpticns of Conference

Sevenal assumptions underlay the intent and design of the Conference.

A Conference on the broad issues of MCE would benefit from a

conceptual framework for the dialogues. Thus the Conference

planners identified four significant approaches to MCE (cognitive

decision, developmental, prosocial, and values) and used these as

a frame of reference for Conference input and discussion. (See

"Flow of Conference Events" section for more detailed description

of these approaches.)

The Conference would benefit from a structure for presenting this

conceptual information and a process for participants to use in

preparing recommendations.

The Conference would benefit fromVwide ccnstituency representing

the educational establishment, varied disciplines, scholars and

practitioners, and private and public funding enablers.

Me Conference would benefit fran addressing R, D, and D issues

from the point of view of film perspectives traditicnal in educa-

tional development: ptiblic policy, theory, research, development,

and dissemination.

The end product of the Ccnference should be R, D, and D reccm-

mendations for a MCE plan.

15
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Process of Oanference

In order to achieve its primary objective of the preparation of R,

D, and D recommendations, the Conference process was based on four key

actiNaties. First, four background papers uere presented by leading

spokesmen for an outstanding approach to MCE. These papers, products in

themselves, provided a conceptual framework as well as the authcms' recom-

mendations, and stimulated and guided later Oanference discussicn. Second,

a process-product format was established. Participants selected bmain-

storming work groups, arranged by tcpic, in which they were called upon

to produce MCE recommendations within the purview of their particular

topic, and to report these reconnendations to the entire Conference peri-

odically. The unmk groups umre guided by trained leaders who were also

responsible for presenting ple,report of reommendations. Each reporting

session was followed by comments of a reactant panel and discussion frmn the

floor. Third, careful selection of participants assured that the

recommendations reflected the support of the diverse viewpoints, intes,

and expertise represented by the Conference constituency. Last, individual

questionnaires were filled out by participants, who listed their concerns,

priorities, and judgment concerning MEE recannendations. Taken together,

this four-phase pmmess provided an open climate conducive to a fertile

exchange of ideas and an enthusiasm for and ommmitment to the task at

hand -- the preparation of R D and D recamendations.

Conference Constituency

Since Conference attendance was limited, especial care was taken

that those selected to participate represented abroad range of perspec-

tives. They were drawn from three gain categories.

MCE experts -- acknowledged leaders in policy, research, theory,

development, and practice; those experienced and influential in

the field, although representing diverse'backgrounds. Their role

was to share information, insights, and ideas.

16
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6-:brganizational representatives -- the gate-keepers and leaders in

important educational, civic, and religious groups. Their role

was to voice the concerns and viewpoints of their respective or-

ganizations.

Representatives of foundations and government agencies --the

present or potential enablers and funders of MCE efforts. Their

role was to learn of and react to MEE proposals requiring financial

suppOrt.

In general, the participants were chargedwith the responsibility to

communicate, become informed, offer input, and consider supporting the

MCE effort.

(A list of Conference participants appears at the end of this report.)

flow of Conferealce Events

(This section of the report focuses on the Conference process for

developing recommendations. The content of recommendations and reactions

are reported in the following section.)

Prior to the Conference, the staff prepared and sent to all partici-

pants a collection of selected readings delimeatirg the four major-theoret-

ical approaches providing the Conference's conceptual framework: cognitive

decision, developmental, prosocial, and values. The readings were intended

as orientation and background information.

In addition, participmrtswere_notified in advance that they.would

De asked to choose a work group at registration and were sent a list of

questions to guide and focus their thought befbre arrival. The questions
included:

TOPICS FOR SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES ("WHAT") WORK GROUP

What should be our definition of "mcral/citizeriship"? What_does

it include and exclude? What is it that we are attempting to

foster?

What kinds of research studies should be undertaken, and with

what priority?

17
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What development activities, if any, should be undertaken, and

with what priority?

What theoretical problems should be addressed, and with what

priority?

What kinds of dissemination-field service activities should be

undertaken, and with what priority?

What kinds of evaluation capabilities should be developed, and

with what priority?

What kinds of nonschool programs should be researched and/or

developed, and with what priority?

What kinds of evidence indicate the need for MCE?

TOt'ICS FOR IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES ("HOW") WORK GROUPS

How should MCE be presented to the educational community and

the wider public?

How can funding be obtained and coordinated?

Hcw should a research program be developed and administered?

How should the levels of government -- local, state, and

federal -- functionally relate to a MCE program?

How should nongovernment groups -- foundations, civic groups,

religious groups, etc. -- relate to a MCE program?

How might MCE be integrated into the school curriculum?

How can those interested in MCE work tCgether taliorMuldie

policy and generate support?

How can a planning agenda be developed which will reflect

broad constituency and support?

How should activities of differing priorities fit into the

agenda? How can separate activities parallel in time be tied

together?

Friday. At the time of registration, each Conference participant

signed up for a work group whose topic was of particular interest to him/

10
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her. The topics were:' public policy, theory, research, development, and

dissemination. Work-group members (approximately 10 per group) were asked

to: (a) address MCE substantive ("what") and implementation ("how") issues

from the point of view of their topic, (b) remain in the same group through-

out, and (c) assume responsibility for producing R, El, and D recommendations.

Following registration, there was a social hour, during which partici-

pants became acquainted with each other and with the Conference agenda.

During dinner Virginia Koehler, NIE, welcomed participants, stressed the

importance of the Conference mission, and reaffirmed her agency's interest

in it. Congressman Albert,H. Quie (R-Minn.) then offered keynote remarks,

emphasizing the national need for MCE and his personal commitment to it.

The last dinner speaker was Russell A. Hill, RBS, director of the p: Aing

effort and organizer of the Conference, who presented orientation remarks.

He placed the Conference within the framework of the total planning; effort;

outlined the purpose, underlying assumptions, and conceptual fnmne of ref-

erence; explained the Conference constituency as well as tasks and

responsibilities; and requested the return of individual questionnaires on

priorities and concerns at the end of the Conference.

After dinner, the work groups held their initial session, with tile

assigned task of identifying major issues, concerns, and priorities within

their topic related to substantive considerations of MCE.

Thereafter, two backgpound papers were presented, with participants

having the optian to attend one or the- other. The firdt paper was pre-

sented by Norman A. Sprinthall, University of Minnesota (coauthored by

Ralph L. Mosher, Boston University). Sprinthall's paper summarized the

state of the art regarding the develormental theorists' approach tc$ MCE.

He presented an outline defining the general goals of schooling as in-

cluding MCE as a central focus for developnental education. He examined

the current psychological impact of schooling and presented a strong case

suggesting that schools need to include values development as a pmimary

objective of education. The paper then detailed specific educational

objectives as derived from a cognitive-developnental framework, including



Eewey, Piaget, Kohlberg, Loevinger, Erikson, and Elkind. MUltiple, yet

related, perspectives were presented as a means of defining the key

developmental constructs of stage, structure, and interaction. He then

provided an analysis of recent developmental programs ark courses cur-

rently being tried out in public schools, along with an examination of

the psychological effects. He stated thatmany programs from different

sections of the country have yielded signitficant results, pointing out

that under conditions of significant role-taking and a balance between

experential learning and intellectual inquiry, pupils achieve positive

levels of moral, values, and psychological development. Sprinthall

summed up these promising directions for Schooling in a series of recom-

mendations designed to stimulate the creation of more actual in-class

applications of moral, values, and psychological developmental programs.

The concurrent speaker was Ervin Staub, University of,Massachusetts,

who summarized the state of the art from the prosocial theoristst approach

to MCE. Staub defined the prosocial domain (e.g., sharing, helping,

cooperative behavior) and discussed the tendency to behave prosocially.

He then examined theoretical and research issues. In examining the re-

lationship between children and socializers, Staub considered research

findings bearing on the factors of nurturance and affection, and control

versus permissiveness. Reviewing relevant theory and research, Staub

analyzed various,teaching techniques for prosccial behavior, including:

conditioning procedures, modeling, :reasoning by-parents-andinduction,*

and participation in prosocial behavior (e.g., assignment of iesponsi-

bility and participation, role-playing as participation,.indirect learnin

and participation in interactive experiences). Peer influence on the
1

development of prosocial orientation was also reviewed, again with empha-

sis on research findings. Throughout his paper Staub proposed recommen-

dations for more intensive application of existing knowledge.

Saturday. The first activity of the dgy was a 1-hour meeting of

the work groups, in which discussion of substantive issues was continued.

Thereafter the two final background papers were presented, with



participants again having the option to choose which they heard. Howard

Kirschenbaum, National Humanistic Education Center, presented the values

approach to MCE. He suggested that many different values-education

approaches share two common goals: to help individnals lead personally

satisfying lives and to become constructive members of society. In this

light he examined the theory and methodology of Raths and ccaleagues

(values clarification); PCkeach; Lasswell, Rucker, and colleagues;

Kohlberg (moral development); cognitive-decisicn-meldng theories; and

traditional approaches like moralizing and mcdeling. Firschenbaum pro-

posed a synthesis of values-education objectives, derived from the varioUs

schools of thought. He suggested further research activities, with an

emphasis on both furthering knowledge in each of the separate approaches

and on undertaking some major integrative studies which address basic

issues in the field. SPecific development and dissemination activities

were also advocated. Finally, Kirschenbaum briefly examined the general

community reaction to values education.

The concurrent speaker was Jerrold Coombs, University of British

Columbia, who summarized the cognitive-decision theorists' approach.

He surveyed the problems and prospects of the cognitive-decision

approach, stating that the goal is to teach students to make and to act

on intelligent or rational decisions about moral issues. Program develop-

ment involves defining and justifying what it means to be rational in

-neking-morar-decisionsc-describing-and-juttifying-the-Tdiarized-gle;"abili--
ties, dispositions, etc., needed to make rational moral decisions; and

developing effective and morally acceptable educational means for pro-

ducing the relevant abilities. He described the features of the

approach, the views of its major figures (e.g., Peters, Wilson, Hare),

and significant research. Coombs then gave his views on strengths of

the approach and unresolved issues, including conceptual and empirical

issues. Finally, he outlined recommendations for research and development.

Following these presentations, the work groups held their last session

on substantive issues, at which time they formulated recommendations. These

21
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recommendations were reported to the total Conference immediately after

lunch by the work-grouP leaders. Ralph Tyler, Science Research ,Associates,

moderated at the reporting session and at the following session where

members of the Resource Panel offered their reactions to the work-group

recommendations.

A mid-afternoon break provided recreation Bar athletes and nonathletes

alike, followed by a soPial hour and dinner. The Conference then sat as

a whole to hear three presentations dealingwith the identification of

implementation issues of MCE.

Paul J. Sullivan, Eirector of the Ethical Reasoning Ftoject, Tacoma

Public Schoals, stressk the need to gain the support of a variety of

groups (religious, parental, administrative) when installing MCE programs.

Allied to this need is the importance of public-relations activities sen-

-sitive to local perceptions. He cautioned that using educational jargon,

particularly regarding theoretical issues, is a barrier to acceptance.

With regard to personnel engaged in MCE, the project head should be fully

qualified and be engaged in the installation process from its inception.

Be identified the "inculcation" spectre and perceived threat to religious

dogmas as two major barriers to overcome. Installation of MCE inevitably

involves a total school system, and one must be prepamito deal with

reservations on the part of teachers, building principals, and central

administration. Finally, Er. Sullivan strongly recoMmended the establish-

nent of a citizen advisory group to deal withalcal-Concerns-and MCE

policy.

Edwin Fenton, Director of Carnegie-Mellon (University) Education

Center, stressed the need to develop a coherent rationale for MCE an

place it in the wider context of school programs, since the °moral" label

arouses community resistance. It is more feasible to integrate MCE with
.

the regular curriculum, e.g., civics, social studies, English, interns

of acceptance and student interest. Teachers should be coleaders in MCE

and receive help in the farm of administrative support at all'levels,

materials, and in-service traiding:. Et. Fenton emphasized the need to

V10.41VO
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bring some coherence between the coexisting "hidden" and formal curricu-

la. MCE must involve the wider community and parents. Finally, MCE

advocates must get into the schools, look at the practical realities,
and see it the '%41ay it is" -- thus avoiding unrealistic long-term schemes.

Glenn E. Snelbecker, Temple University, (representing the American

Psychological Association), emphasized the need to use researdh knowledge

in MCE development efforts. Educational engineers are needed, as well as

support for their efforts. The contributions of learned professions should

play a part in the development of MCE programs. Dr. Snelbecker pointed

to some impediments to MCE, including the current lack of "payoff" (rank,

money) for professionals engaged in it. Finally, he circulated several

summary papers dealing with knowledge production and utilization, views

concerning a generel educational research and development program, and

ideas and issues emanating frum the field of psychology.

For the next hour and a half work groups reassembled in brainstorming

sessions to explore and refine their perception of implementation issues,

and these were reported to and discussed by the total Conference.

Sunday. Business opened Sunday morning with Russell A. Hill, Conference

director, offerpg further guidelines for addressing implementation issues.

His remarks can be outlined as follows:

This section of the agenda deals with possible processes, proce-

dures, and structures to actualize MCE; the hoped for outcomes are

specific implementation reccamendations to be submitted to poten---

tial funders.

There are two assumptions:

(a) Funding for the program will continue, either by N1E, private

foundations, or a combination of the two.

(b) There is a growing interest in MCE, requiring us to take action

now.

The following "laundry list" of possible issues are suggested:

(a) Public Policy

(1) Build a broad constituency and, through polling Mother

2 3
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- techniques, carry out activities which reflect their

concerns.

(2) Project short-run (1 --2 years) policy activities.

(3) Conduct a series of hearings or miniconferences to gather

-L_J opinions about and refine policy issues.

-(b) Theory

(1) Communicate across field --problems, issues, criticisms,

caveats -.and break through invisible colleges, separate

camps.

(2) Conduct series of symposia to focus on identifying and

spithesizing theoretical positions; possible techniques

might include contractual or RFP procedures and oammission-

ing special papers and tasks.

(c) Research

(1) Communicate across fields. ,

(2) Invest in analysis and/or dei/elopment ofmeasures if this

is perceived as a priority need.

(3) Conduct experimental research; replicate and test existing

research findings.

(4) EXamine mechanisms for research activities e. g., a center,

for MCE research.

(d) Development and Eissemanation

(1) Consider-tying in vith the state leveri-where----federal-------7
monies are my being focused.

(2) Develop cannunication network or system (in and out) across

the field, including consideration of publishing a news-

letter.

f'
(3) Examine ways of interrelating goverrmiental and private

funding sources, e.g., NIE research, Office of Educa-

tion developent.

The career-education nodel of growth, experience, and organization

might be considered as one R,,D, and D irnplenentaticn guide.
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Mork groups then met again, this time to formulate implementation
recommendations. These recommendations were reported to the entire Con-
ference, with Louis Rubin, Uhiversity of Illinois, acting ag moderator at
both the reporting session and the subsequent reaction session by members
of the Advisory Group.

The final Conference session was a wrap-up lunch featuring two events.

First, Ralph W. Tyler, Science Research Associates, presented a schema for

introducing MCE in the schools. Bis remarks can be summarized as follows:

There is a need to understand the pdblic sdhool structure and

system.

(a) The responsibility for adopting new educational directions

and programs resides at the school district level.

(b) MCE will require teacher training, since teachers will have

to learn a new way of and new approach to instruction.

(c) Local schools themselves must feel the need for MCE; a program

handed down fram above Will not work.

There is a need to identify and analyze differing problems across

communities, e.g.,

(a) in areas where children have "moral" deficiencies --e.g.,

high delinquency

(b) in areas where children's "moral" behavior is adequate

(c) in areas where children's "mmal" behavior is_adequate, but

the community is aroUsed and wants" further-iMprOithent in'this

domain

A starting point might be to identify a local district that has

recognized a real MCE need and defined areas of particular im-

portance. lok could then offer the school or school-System techni-

cal assistance in the form of R, D, and D guidance and perhaps

materials (although teacher-developed materials might be a benefi-

cial precursor). This small-scale start is the most feasible

approach.

Following a demonstration project, other schools feeling a need
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could ally themselves to the technical-assistance prognmn, thus

forming a cooperative group which would spread outward to other

localities (such aprocedural model being based on agricultural

demonstration projects).

Finally, participants filled out and returned both their individual

questionnaires dealing with personal judgments concerning MCE issues and

recongendations and an end-of Conference questionnaire dealiNgwith the

degree to which the participants thought the Conference had met its ob-

jectives.



Conference Reoannendations

Introduction

This section brings together the major MCE recommendations derived

from the Oonference. They are categorized according to the focus of the

work groups: public policy, theory, research, development, and dissemina-

tion. Each category is followed by a brief statement of recommendations

highlights prepared by the MCE staff. The last section comitains selected

comments on implementation issues gleaned from the animatedteeinstorming

session Saturday night.

It shouldbe emphasized that many of the recommendations and reac-

tions do not fit neatly into a single category. NearlY all of them over-

lap, intenact with, and/or impact on other categories, so that in many

cases sorting them was a matter of emhasis or, occasionally, a frankly

arbitnary choice. The categorization is simply intended to lend some

order to the rich source materials. In point of fact, the interacting

nature of the recommendations and reactions is one of their strengths,

indicating both the range of the participants' interests and theiraware-

ness of the interlocking relationship of the factors involved in MCE.

The recommendations were derived frun several Conference inputs: the

four major Conference presentations, the work-group reports, the discussion

by reactant panels, discussion from the floor, the brainstorming session

and discussion Saturday evening, responses to the individual questionnaires,

and comments on the first draft of the Conference proceedings which WaS

mailed to all participants. Melding this heady brm4 is no mean task, and

we ask the reader's indulgence in our.attempt to do so.

A final note should be added regarding the format of this section:

Recommendations are recorded in the more or less colloquial language in

which they were spoken or written -- in many cases verbatim -- to reflect

the spontaneity of Conference output.
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PUBLIC POLICY

Need for definition of moral behavior/MCE

The Conference can make real accomplishments by proceeding without waiting
for the perfect (and perfectly agreed upcn) definiticn of justice or moral ,

behavior.

The definition of moral/citizenship education is important. Whichever

worils we use, it is important not to rely on the connotation evoked in
people, but to make up our am de f initicns , which would then always accompany
the nane or title of otw activities. In a sense, then, any kind of dissemi-

nation (and attenpts to gain funding, etc.) would be educative activities.

We need better labels and better definitions of ICE oxioepts to enhance

communications, even if the labels do not cremand/reoeive oomplete agree-
nent.

We must define moral behavior/experience and differentiate it frail other
kinds of experience as a necessary first step to action. What do various

constituencies mean by the term and what kinds of acticn do they want?

There is a need for a clear definiticn of noml behavior; several of those
offered at the Conference are nat satisfactory (e.g., mato impulses and
self-interest; base morelity on ccmron values in air culture) .

We must be clear about our ccnoeption of MCE before we oan justify/pranise

it.

The best definition of MCE appeared i.n Hunt/Metcalf in 1955. I am surprised

that no cone rentioned this at the Ccnference. Metcalf was too modest to be

self-serving.

Need for definition of MCE goals

There is a need to define the MCE goal.

We've got to have sate goals we can agree upon; otherwise the possibility

of strength tirougA synergy is lost.

We must clarify the goals and outcanes of MCE sorhere we go fran here, and

hcw best to collaborate. 4There does citizenship fit in, if at all?

The Ccnference can make real. accomplishments by developing a definitice o

of what we're cbing, tied in with goals/objectives, i.e., designing a de-
fensible product (t.le title is less important).

We must distinguish between maximal and minimal goals.
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The Conference can make real aosreplishments by translating the goal (to help
youth and adults understand and act in accordance with principles of free-
dam, justice, and equality) into more specific subgoals: determinimg, what
we are teaching for; teaching skills, attitudes, etc., that can be measured
on a psychological profile.

State universal values in layman's terms and tie them into existing legal
documents, e.g., Bill of Rights. Universal values might include:

(a) respect for dignity of the individual
(b) equality of opportunity
(c) system of Iaw and order

We should aim at doing better what we are doing aruthat we say we are doing,
stressing democratic decision-making.

The Conference can make real amomplishments by establishing that our goal
is to help youth and adults understand and act in accordance with the prin-
ciples of freedam, justice and equality as defined in the Bill of Rights
amd UN Charter an the Righ-L of Man.

Abasic M/C trait might be defined as "the ability to curb one's impulse
and self-interest out of sensitivity to others and the community" (of oourse
self-interest and the interest of the community can coincide).

We seem to be concerned about what components dhould be included in the
curriculum without trying to first answer the question "What kind of person
should be the end product of the schools (and home and church)?" or Nhat
personal qualities should pupils have as they enter adulthood?"

Issues relating to "morel/citizenship education" as a label

"Moral/citizenship education" as a title can be sold; Imoral education" cannot.
Avoid such red-flag slogans.

It seems to me that you miert scrap the awkward "Moral/Citizenship" term
and try something like "Civil Morality."

There was disagreement about a program title. Same felt that we should
call the progrem what it is and confront the "red flag" issue head on.
Others argued for "sellability" of the title.

We spent 3 Conference days quibbling about the term ftwel/Citizenship
Education." That is a majorproblem.

We should not link anral and citizenshipeducation with the MCE label.
For research and conference purposes moral education has greater speci-
ficity. In the community, each region should use whatever label seems
prudent.

2 9
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The debate on the title is important, but nct overly important. I suggest
you ask a panel to write a position paper which would conclude with a recom-
mendaticn for a name.

With regard to the definitions and domains of moral and citizenship, an
effort should be made to develop a basic deswiptionicharacterization of
what we are doing. The emphasis of the Conference appears to be on moral
rather than citizenship, though there may be policy pitfalls in using the
term moral.

The concept of self=develcpment (which implies moral development) is more
sellable and will engender less resistance than moral development.

I think there's aneed for further devt9.9ping, rather than abandoning, the
relationship between moral and citizenship education -- and gathering data
on public perceptions of and attitudes toward different labels for and ex-
planations of this endeavor. Ultimately, we should settle an something
which is not only good from the public relations standpoint but which also
does justice to cur aims and potential contribution. (Any definition which
links moral to citizenship education without covering everything included in
the latter can simply make it clear that only apart of idhat's needed to be
an effective citizen is encompassed here.)

There is certainly rich ccumon ground between moral and citizenship education;
and it wculd be a serious mistake nct to anchar the one in the cther.

Issues relating -to public reaction and support

Society is going to use the schools as the locus for the debate about
synthesizing the pluralism we represent, since the church and other insti-,
tutions have been disestablished in this respect. Therefore, we should not
think simplistically that MCE is another educational program. It involves
complex issues of social policy and change.

Major task at this point is the development and impIeilentation Of a public-
awareness and support-building effort about values edboation in particular
and education in general. We have all made too many asstmptions about
growth and cantinued support. These are slightly challenged now by public-
reaction -- but this might be nothing compared to the demands from social
service areas in the future, as children and youth are a smaller portion of
the population.

We need to assess and legitimatize the NM need and objectives on a. national
basis, and develop a rational priority mandate (as opposed to ;reaching).

The issue ofreasonable standards and accoundbility must be addressed. We
must have justification for what we are doing.

It is important to limit the parameters ofcduat we're engaged in, if not to
change the actual title, to avoid religious antagonism and court action.
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The mandate from the local level to do something will probably never be
stronger -- but patience and moving at something near the speed for which
they are ready are est,antial.

The public (users) wants "something" in MCE. We must help to identify this
want rather than assume the posture of experts selling a bill of goods.

It is vital to consider how community people perceive our efforts and to
avoid projecting negative images, e.g., "on cloud 9."

For millions of Americans, no th3orywill ever meet the test unless the
moral principles of the Bible are somehow incorporated. If they are right,
there should be away to gather evidence to support them.

MCE will be gcing forward regardless; so we oanmat defer policy recannen-
dations.

Because of the breakdown of the neighborhood school and the family-neighbor-
hood connection, schools must, and are expected to, carry out MICE.

Issues relating to governmental role

One approach might be to use governmental funding to develop procedures, at
the school district level, for helping schools to identify their MCE needs
and desires and to act on them.

This area is as big as life itself. While the experts at this Conference
are an important element, perhaps their input will account for only 10%-20%
of what is actually done about the moral education of Americans. I would
seek to put the schools in a "partnership" role with other community agen-
cies (government, business, law enforcement, churches, community youth service
groups, etc.), not as the leader. I wculd seek to engage the people at this
Conference as "servants/resource persons" to these community groups, not-as
experts/leaders.

Government agencies should view themselves as service organizations --
responding to, not directing, the expressed wants, the needs, and the requests
of the public. Government agencies should not be in the marketing business,
independently imposing materials, etc., on the schools.

The Conference is well-advised to pursue the local option approach, since
national "mandates" do not bring results.

The emphasis -- not staprisingly -- at the Ccnference was an the rcae of
"Uashingim" and National Foundations. Important as this is for the Long
run we need, I think, to consider strategies for the educati;n, mobilization,
etc., of state and city panels.
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Concerns regarding indoctrination and related issues

MCE can easily become merely a tool of indoctrination and, therefore, of
exploitation. GICE will necessarily have some of those elements if it is
carried out in state-supported schocas. The theory and research people at
the Conference are not the sort who want indoctrination to replace education
as the goal of MCE. But development people are nearly always that sort.
They have to get results. They'll take the Kohlberg scale and develop a
training prognmnidlich will spread the range of scores at any "stage.
They, therefore, are more responsive to power than theorists and researchers.)
Suggestions: For both moral and civic reasons, nake sure the indoctrination
is minimized in developing and developed programs of MCE.

Secularism and separation of church and state should underlie MCE; a religious
overtone and inculcation of the values of particular religions should be
excluded. Hcae and religious schools omn balance the MCE secularism and
tie MCE in with particular faiths.

With regard to separation of church and state and the espousal of particu-
lar (religious-based) values, no sectarian values should be promoted. The
aim is to serve the largest possible community, as indicated in the defini-
tion of a M/C trait.

The tension between moral training and moral education must be resolved;
Related issues include: the question of indoctrination; the relationship
betdeen moral training and moral judgpent; readiness of schools, and
the ccamunity to criticize mores.

We should not expect or allow schools to become the surrogate conscience of
society.

We must determine the ethical and policy implications of measuring moral
behavior and of our MCE interventions.

Should exemptions be.made for those parents/children opposed to MCE? In
this regard, haw about "mainlining" MCE into the curriculum?

There is pressure on school districts to offer same kind of MCE. They will
do it anyway regardless of our activities. This offers us an opportuttry
to provide a leadarship role inwhat they will do in response to the pressures

Need for historical perspective

We in values education talk so nuch about this approach and -chat approach
that we have tended to ignore 3,000 years of philosophy, religion, and
ethics in Western civilization. Perhaps the stuff of philosophical pre-

sentation is too much for us. But we need a more ccncerted effort with
philosophers and ethicists.



Citizenship education has a history. Without a knowledge of that history
many mistakes will be repeated.

1* need to be familiimrwith the long history of moral education --the
literature, concepts, controversies, etc. --before beginning to formulate
policy.

We must come to grips with the difficult task of differentiating moral
experience from other kinds of experience (distinction between moral and
nonmoral, mcmal and immoral). What do we mean by, e.g., moral judgments,
moral principles, mural commitments? What, in the long histroy of ethics,
can help us with this clarification?

What is the existina public policy with respect to moral and civic educa-
tion, as omparadwrth past policies?

Highlights

A major focus of these recommendatict is the need to conceptualize, define,_
set goals for, "label, " and justify MCE. Public acceptability and Public
perceptions are involved in these considerations. Determining universal values
utdchwill not violate the rights of ethnic or sectarian groups is seen as
a priority task. Considerable emphasis is placed on Me ethical" implications
of MCE, with the caution repeatedly expressed that it must not be indoctrinative:

The major opinion seems to be that a "national mandate" handed down from a
governmental agency would not be effective nor woulda down-from-the-top
"marketing" approach. Most feel that a MCE program must engage the partici-
pation of interested, allied agencies (e.g., religious groups) and amoid an
overbearing leadership role.

The impact of political, economic, and social influences, and their potential
for forwarding or fettering a MCE program, must be taken into account in all
phases of policy formulation.

There is a need for a historical study and analysis of pest MCE-like efforts
in order to avoid past mistakes and build on past succemes.

iFinally, the put of multidisciplinary experts should be sought in this
delicate but vital area.



THEORY

Basic theoretical issues

Theory development should be oriented toward the interface between moral
theory and citizenship education. Both of these topics are broader and
coalesce with other disciplines, and they should be distinguished both for
theoretical and applied reasons. At any rate, theory development in this
area should be delineated.

We need a theory of determinants of both morel behavior and development.
What individual characteristics (including Trona judgment, wales, as
well as others) lead people to act morally? How do such characteristics
develop, and what ccnditions further them?

Those involved with morel education are and will remain strongly interested
in moral cognition, morel reasoning, and valuing. But morel conduct is
crucially relevant. Therefore, theory should specify relaticnships between
morel thinking and morel conduct (and morally relevant affects).

In theory-building we must explore basic assumptions regarding: the nature
of man, the nature of a moral act, the moral point of view, personhood, had
a person learns most adequately. There is still a great deal of fuzziness
about what one is doing or ought to do based upon this lack of:precision
about controversial theories. There must be a clear statement regarding what
are talking about and why these things are important. A well-designed
rationale is extremely important.

Theory development in the U.S.A. proceeds as if we possess a sufficiently
raticnal, clear, and shared idea of what makes an idea, judgneirt, action,
etc., a norel one or that it is impossible to develop such a-oonsensus.
Philosophers have 15-Wen absent fran theory 'formation. OUr responsibility,
then, is to seek out the few good ales and make the space rfo± them.

Self-developnent and moral deve3opnent cannot be separeted.

Theory has mainly concentrated on "moral" ..develOpnent. We need-.theory
development for broader. areas,..e.g., SocialiZatiOn.

We must analyze and subdivide theory:

(a) theory of what determines morel conduct and characteristics:

moral cogni.tion
affect
competencies

(b) theory of development and pranoticn:

How do noral characteristics develop?
How can moral characteristics be prramted and taugbt?
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In implementing, MCE, we need to understand theories of social change as a
basis for planning.

An attempt to maintain a generational (lifespan) perspective in theory-
building is important.

Theoretical bases considered at the Ccnference were mainly psychological.
Are they adequately representative of psychological theories? We are
satisfied that the philosophical approach called cognitive decision is the
cmly philosophical position worth considering. The sociological, political,
and economic bases necessary Bar an adequate theoretical foundation for MCE
should nct be neglected.

Should MCE facilitate all actions that persons make which are based cn "moral
reasoning," or are theinimits?

While it seems clear that existing theoretical development has not yet been
put to good applied use, it is equally clear that additional theoretical
endeavors are needed. I would suggest that under RBS steWardship, efforts
be made to coordinate a variety of theoretical investigaticns in-each of
those areas where experts believe cur conceptual understanding is scant.

Few, if any, restrictions should be suggested for theory. development.

Goals and objectives

There is a need to specifyidat key elements cd' theory are needed, e.g. ,
the problems, the goals of moral/values education, the behavioral obdectives,
etc., in a mini.mal form which most oan agree upon. Then it-becomes a mwtter
of tesTing which methods achieve the goals best for what populations in:whatkind of situations.

We must ask, and distinguish between, two questions:

(a) What elements should be included in a MCE curriculum?
(3) What type of student should come out of a MCE curriculum?

In addressing these issues, we must be cautious about engaging in indoctrina-
tion and about recognizing the limitations of MCE treatment.

Tb arrive at theories relevant to MCE, we should determine goals and relate
theories to goals as criteria (the variables to be explained).

Wb need to work toward a theory (ar theories) that take as its.end goal
the explanaticn of desired educational outcomes. This .inlies further
defining of the desired educaticnal outcones Prefaiehl
can be measured, then working backWards to develop Theories of actors or
variables that relate to these geeigi., -1 believe **it **ries;
awn goals and, therefore may ncre be relevant desire-4'
The work may drew firm the present theories (anci research)
to be explained would be edtr-ational goals.



Comparison, analysis, and, where possible, synthesis of various theoretical
positions

An interdisciplinary attempt to integrate the cognitive-decision, developnent,
prosocial, and values theories would be most helpful at this stage of the art.

It would be helpful to examine whether or not the specific reccanendations
from the4our different sorts of theorists -- cognitive decisian, developmenta
prosocial, and values -- cohere with one another. The way to get agreement
among these diverse sorts of theorists is not by making them change their
theories but by linking together their respective conclusions, findings,
recommendations, etc., which agree with one another. A philosopher of educa-
tion seems espevially equipped to locate such linkages.

A priority should be to stimulate the continued and increased synthesis
among the various thecretical positions.

I believe at this stage every effort should be made to maintain a Catholic
stance toward theory in moral education. The RES Project arNIE should not
support any ane theoretical position to the exclusion of others.

It would be very helpful to have a compilation of theories. No one theory
answers all the questions involved in teaching and learning in the area of
MCE. It needs to be written so teachers and parents can understand it.

We need a synthesis of the major theoretical positions, the intent being
to fuse them into an eclectic whole, with each contributing to that whole
in a noncompetitive fashion.

Each theory seems to have several pieces-of truth, but no single approach
seems able to give complete insight into such a complicated area of life.

Knowledge of interrelationship among theories is requisite for those working
with MCEi we should aim at integrating and/or coordinating theories.

We must beware giving too much attention to,too few theories of valuing.

TWo types of theory activities (at least) should be encouraged and funded:

(a) description and analysis of the "fbur approaches" (nettds Conference),
plus, perhaps others

(b) a state-of-the-art description of ways in which theories are similar
and different

We should regard the four theoretical approaches as complementary. In
short, the developmental approach provides the basic framework; cognitive
theory focuses on and elaborates higher levels of morel development; the
prosocial approach emphasizes the lcwer levels of floral development; and
values clarification appears to, be apctentially useful tool in fostering
individuals' progress through th stages amoral development.
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It seens that the work of Staub and Kohlberg, although up to now going on
separate tracks, is beginning to converge as real-life situations become
more effective means for development, response to, and discussion of moral
dilemnas and as real-life involvemmat, the exploration of consequences, and
interactive modeld became key features in promoting prosocial behavior.
Values clarification as a process, though not an adequately developed theory
base, provides concrete activities for discussion and application raised by
issues and problems raised by the earlier noted movements. The possibility
far convergence is exciting (if group loyalties do not interfere) and should
be explored.

It is possible that a certain type of personality development in children
has to take place if moral cognition is to be effectively fostered. Mhybe
this is the point at which "synthesis" of prosocial "theory" and cognitive
approaches could be accomplished.

The four theoretical approaches discussed at the Conference are more coin-
plementary than antithetical (e.g., prosocial concentrates on process in
early years, developmental concentrates on longitudinal processes at later
time, cognitive deals with criteria for higher stages).

Relationship to researdh data-base

Theory and research nust be connected. If-this is nct now so, we should
take steps to make it so, focusing on MCE goals.

The connections between specific research and applied projects and theory
should always be specified, so that applications will contribute to the
development and the testing of theory.

Theory evolves as an effort to interpret empirical data. New efforts to
provide MCE will produce data that will stimulate theory formulation. Theory
development is not effectively forced.

We need regular opportunities to share theory and researdh, but consensus on
the theoretical level is a prerequisite to action.

Relationship to field experience in real world

Theory and practice must mutually intenact.

Productive practical theavy must grow not only out of the perspectives of
moralists, philosophers, and psychologists but also cut of the real-world
perceptions of the public and of practitioners. We cannot cavalierly ex-
lude from consideration the extant and emerging efforts we call drug educa-
tion, sex education, alcohol education, etc. How can one ignore the range
of "alternative" schools in both public and private settings which purport
to impact on student character and behavior, as well as the specialized
programs assigned to "deviant" students?
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f,

A, more deliberate focus on building theory fran practice, and vice versa,
is needed.

Again the theory/practice bridge is necessary. A generational
curriculum model helps keep the focus.

There are three needb related to theory-building:

(a) recognition of school-community interaction
(b) need for theory and practice to gibe
(c) need for responsible evaluation for future theory-building

The theorist might be induced to dwell upon the possibility of implementing
MCE on an institutional level. The effects of values clarification on an-
institution, the development of rowel standards at an institutional level,
should have promise for MCE.

Highlipts

The dominant emphasis in these recommendations is the call Bar synthesis
of, or at least an attempt at establishin6 relationships among, the chief
theoretical positions. Implicit in this is the unwillingness to accept and
support a single theoietical positiakto the exclusion of valuable contri-
butions fran others. The complementary nature of theoretical stances is
seen as a strength that should be explored and analyzed in depth.

There is also a call for oomsideration of an even broader perspective from
which to study and explain MCE phenomena:

Several other themes relate to the connection (or lack of it) laBtmen
theory and the real world. Reoannendationa emphasize the need for theory .

to relate to, e.g. research and practice, 'as well to seek input fran other
fields, e.g., philLophy. trne determination of goals, in the real-world
context, is also mentioned as a prerequisite\Bar effective MCE theory-
building.
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Overview

We need precise research about:
(a) the scope of concern
(b) the outcanes expected fran instruction or programs
(c) measures of need and outcale
(d) the real state of practice
(e) the real need(s), if any
(f) the public's perceptions .

(g) the motivation/expectations of MCE education

The following needs are paramount:
(a) a critical overview of what has been and is being done in MCE
(b) knowledge of effects cn individuals of different educational neans and

experiences
(c) examples of effective !leans and materials e.g., demcnstratial projects
(d) practitioners who can lead and irrplenent AcE efforts
(e) an applied process of R & D involving a large nunber of practitioners
(f) provision of as much help to parents as to teachers
(g) a network of socializing institutions involved in MCE, not just schools

This also leads to a research questicn: Will children with different
personality characteristics (levels of self-esteem, intellectual and be-
havioral cxmipetencies, etc.) which result from different past experiences
(nurturance, etc.) learn to different degrees from moral education programs,_
which emphasize cognitive learning judgment, valuing, etc.? ,Probably
yes, and if so, that has reflection back on theory arid the need for a
broad ccnceptual franework.

We need to look for and stress links between research orr,"moral" thought
and acticn, and research cn other aspects of social and affective develop-
nent.

Need for statement of existent research data

W need graphic and verbal descriptions of various studies which show (in
toto) hog different patterns of interventions do or do not lead to diffaent
patterns of effects.

We need a review of research literature and description f "what we IlOW know"
in layman's language (not jargon).

lb we know enough abOut the range of views concerning WE? If so, has this
knowledge been sufficiently disseminated? It would be-deeirable to see an
identification of target sldlls and outcanes derived' fran'dialogUes ani
researchers, philosophers, and curAbultra and scholia adthinistrators.
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Ways of carrying out research

I think we need to know which groups in the country feel haw about moral
and ethical education ana7WIEh what intensity. We need, lOther, to know
what they feel the appropriate role of the school is in moral education and
what areas would provoke public controversy. Cut of a national survey could
come instruments and approaches that would be applicable cn a local ar state
level. At this point, we don't know what the American people really think
about the issue of the school taking a more active role in moral education,
and we should know that before we go much further. Second, it would seem
that the most appropriate role, given a state of kncraledge in this field,
would be for the Federal government to help local groups and agencies to
deal with it. Cerbainly, though, there is a role for the Federal government
supporting a variety of research projects in this area, but first,,I think,
they need to analyze the dinensions of the problem.

Research should be guided by clear statements of derived educational out-
caws. Two kinds of research would be helpful. First (and prior to the
second), research could help determine desired MCE goals. Severel research
methods could be used: philosophical analysis by philosophy of education
specialists, survey and interview of criterion groups (setters of desired
educational outcomes), and researcher measures of the goali -- to determine
their measurenent adequacy. Second, research should test the theory (theories
of MCE. ,

Development should also'be related to desired educational goals and, where
possible, related to theory. It wculd be ideal if the theory-building
research and development could be coordinated. This inOlies communication
of the specifics of each activity to the others engaged in the three activities.
Sendannual or annual problem/progress workshops, and focused use of present
(and nea) newsletters an3 journals (JME, e.g.), might help.

Research must be done to increase understanding of MCE processes as-they
currently exist and as they existed in earlier epochs, so that we can learn
from the past and place future plans in a historical context.

We need careful and sustained testing of the hypothesis that using the
procedures outlined in the 1971 NCSS Yearbook as a neans to improve moral
reasmingwould foster morea maturity as nessured by Kalberg's stages.
A caveat: Moral educators tend to expect too much too soon. A year of
instruction before testing for results would be appropriate.

It is important to fund a. variety of projects -- small-scale oneswith a
very sharply defined focus as IaeLl as large-scale efforts seeking to explore

many questions and interactions among factors.

A, research component in a. program of MCEmust exenplify in organizational

structure, in its Internal affairs, and in its every contact with the

larger public the same ethicaland political principles proposed as objectives

of E. We do notkFrow any instance of research activity in psychology or

sociology which could pass that test.
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Relationship of research to practice

We need to identify the bases for MCE research findings, e.g., what is the
relationship of laboratory studies to the real world?

Basic and applied research should be more closelyintegrated with what is
happening in the field.

If research is to be effective, it must take into account eventual implenen=
tation techniques.

Research should be designed with the concerns of the practitioner in mind --
what will be done with.the findings?

There has to be anerriage of basic and applied research. Certainly one
might be able to gather such a team with the appropriate Binding and long-
range goals.

Research should be based o n the principle of praxis. Theory and practice
(applied) should not be separated -- a theory in this area should be a
reflection (theory) on arguing action. Praxis is reflection-action, etc.
Development is praxis.

Research funding and projects must be tied directly to the concerns, needs,
and current practices of ulna.' school districts. This could be done by
bringing together those who are implenenting programs and those interested
in practical researah on the effects of such programs. The meeting would
be beneficial to both groups.

Research projects should be based upai strategies and materials that have
same chance of public acceptance. Ultimately they should be conducted in
real schools, in contrast to small samples in a laboratory situatian.

Research needs to be field-based, with a formative model of evaluation.

Need for research with a diversity of foci

Practitioners/consumers/school governors/news-media people would be excellent
advisors to researah decisions.

We might hire a moral philosopher to serve as member ofar*, research organi-
zation.

Many experts seem to be unaware of other vital oomponents or dimensions of
the entire area; there is a need for an umbrelLa group or ,area, e.g., curri-
culum developers to synthesize these fragments.

Even ttnugh Kohlberg and Staub have carried out somereseardh, research
which might spring from more omprehensive or more inclusive theory is
lacking and needed. Major barriers include funding and, in some cases,
issues surrounding/axon rigPts.
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Research in moral-citizenship education is perhaps unique in that it is

essential that abroad scope of problem be attacked fauna variety of

vantage points, As A consequenoe, it is most important that diversity in

approach, and eclecticism in methodology, be preserved to the widest possible

degree.

Clearly, we ought to support basic research in each of the theoretical

frameworks.

Perhaps it is time to seek repprochenent between different spheres of

research. Amodel for such anomie might be R. S. Peters's paper an the

relationship of Piagetian theory to that of Freud. Might there be more of

this?

It is important that research projects and research-project implementers

of all sorts be grounded in a developmental point of view and that researchers

have at least some acquaintance with the majcir theories and projects that

exist before they reinvent the wheel.

Need for study of environment of the learner

There is a need to identify and analyze diffaringpmoblems across communities:

(a) areas where children have "Jmn7a1" deficiencies --e.g., high delinquency

(b) areas where children's "moral" behavior is adequate

(c) areas where children's "moral" behavior is adequate, but the community is

aroused and wants further improvement in this domain

We need to know a lot more about moral thinking and behavior. Thrall the

attention given to "moral reasoning," for example, we still know very little

about how people make actual moral decisions in areal-life context (quite

a different thing franidhat one does on ahypothetical dilemma when pushed

to the ceiling of one's reasoning capacity by an interviewer). We need good

naturalistic research. Many good ideas about what we ought to study will

come fran watching good teachers at work -- how do they deal with rules,

discipline, discussion, and so on?

We should oollectexamples of students' moral discourse for the purpose of

identifying examples of their mistakes in =el reasoning. We could begin

by selecting pilot schools withinWhich student discourse could be recorded

and studied. Cnce student mistakes are located, instruatiaxammterials for

both teachers and students would have to be developed and tested.

We need surveys to dispolowldhat studelftbelieve to be =el values .

wtxxn (by type of person) they lodk up to as moral examples . . . and ha.;

they feel about the need fork= in the sdhools.

We need to collect more examples of the ldnd of mama reasoning children

engage in.
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We should nurture policy research on MCE -- e.g. research that focuses on
variables that are teachable in the context of' the classroom. (Note that
policy research is but one type of applied research.)

The American school system has fbstered and supports the existence of a
peer culture that is relatively isolated from and independent of the input
of adult authority. We need some research on how to modify the structural
properties of the school environment so that the values of the adult
community can be passed on through the insulating effects of the peer
community. That is, given that a commitment is made to do moral/citizenship
education, this can only be done effectively if one discovers ways to break
through the defenses of the adolescent counter-culture.

We need research to identify moral behavior in schools and attempt to explain
its bases, i.e., family, religious beliefs, instructional programs, etc.

There is a need to conduct researdh on the influence of broader environmental
factors on MCE. This larger-cmtext approach will be more fruitful than a
narmmerfbcus, e.g., teacher-pupil interaction.

We should emphasize research into the societal faUovb that operate in the
school's attempt to do moral education -- some of the research could elicit
theories about these factors and their operation. Perhaps methods other
than opinion polls could be devised for studying these factors.

What happens in the laboratory or even in contrived specific situations is
important to know-- but the MCE domain is wide and everyday activities
need to be measured too.

It is important to explore the influence of the general conditions of the
child's life which night facilitate CT' retard moral development: the degree
of autoncury and democracy; the child's experiences; nurturance versus hostility:

whether reasonable control and guidance is pmovided to children, etc.

We need multivariate analyses involving various independent variables and
various dependent variables.

Basic research is needed on:

(a) character developmant under conditions of our present society
(b) experiments with environmental modificaticels

Applied research is needed to study the experimental efforts.

Need for research on broathr environment

The experts doing research in pubaic education should also be conducting
research in nonpublic eduoation. We needmore research in religious educa-
tion. What is learned there maybe helpful to public morel education, as
research in public education has helped religious education.
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Researdh on moral education should not be restricted to studies of sdhools,
since mudh ME takes place outside of the classroom -- TV, Boy 6 Girl Scouts,
dhurches, etc.

Need for study of values

There is a need to conduct researdh to identify the cultural values that are

widely shared in our pluralistic society.

We need a cross-national survey of ethnic/regional values to determine what,

if any, values are held in common among Maine fishermen, Kansas farmers, Texas

cowboys, Chinese laundrymen, etc. This kind of information seems absolutely

essential as a prerequisite to doing moral education.

Need for research on teacher-train.ing

We need a program of research in teacher training -- i.e., what are the best

and most effective ways to teach teachers to teach values, citizenship, and

morality?

There is a need for research an teacher-training for MCE.

Need for longitudinal studies

We need longitudinal studies that extend fram 3-10 years, with a task force

of knowledgeable members covering the spectrum of theory, techniques, practice,

and measurement, in other words, good curriculum developers.

A greater stress needs to be placed on longitudinal studies.

There is a need fbr longitudinal MCE research.

We need ongoing longitudinal researdh about our knowledge, activities, measures,

techniques, and goals -- to determine what will have direct or indirect impact

on education.

Need fbr development of neasures

Funding is needed for the development
approaches, with outcomes reported at

We should endorse the development of
which could be used with a sampling o

of assessment measures for various MCE

a conference in about 2 years or less.

mpg_ oomman researdh instruments
ues/moral eduoatian programs.

We need instruments -- but only after we decide what is important and/or

ethical to measure.
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A common set of assessment techniques is important: of thought, feelings,
behavior. This is important in research, and to evaluate applied projects.
If applied projects are carefully evaluated, they will also serve as research
prognsms.

There are two priorities:

(a) Develop same good instruments to compare effectiveness of various
approaches to values education.

(b) Conduct that research.

We need a program of research to develop a range of measures (tests) to be
used in evaluating/justifying MCE programs. The measurement base underlying
this field is inadequate.

It is important to develop common assessment instruments, including consi-
deration of variables.

Measures of need and outcome should be the highest priority.

We need to develop key measures (not necessarily obtrusive ones), W refine
existing ones, to assess to what extent we're attaining our goal.

We need to develop new measures for determing MCE outcomes, and this may
require nontraditional evaluation instruments if we are focusing on what a
child does, not what he knows.

We must be aware of the conceptual framework underlying the work of investi-
gators and the programs resulting fivai them, so that appropriate instruments
can be designed.

Highlights

Three main themes emerge here. First is the widely expressed call for
common measures, perhaps developed do novo, for the NCE field -- a
recomendation which is repeated consistently, with variations in emphasis
and langugage. Second is the variously expressed recognition of the need
to relate research to the environment, the field, the community, and
practice in the real world, including researdh to directly assess local
community conditions, needs, perceptions, and concerns. Third, longitudinal
research is seen as a priority (although not to the exclusion of short-term
studies). Four, the need to study the environment of the learner is stressed.

While research must be based on some conceptual framework, it is urged that
diversity and eclecticism be pursued -- leading to the ancillary recommenda-
tion that there be some mechanism for reviewing and coordinating resear-;'
activities. New research foci are proposed, including researdh on teacher-
training.

Research must connect with theory, practice, etc., and pgy attention to the
potential contribution of ahistorical perspective to, e.g., goal-setting
in MCE.
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DEVELOPMENT

Overview

The scope of development is huge:

(a) developing a definition of educational objectives
(b) casting the comminity school in the role of a social ining institution
(c) training children to approach moral problems on a rational, principled

basis, not on the basis of self-interest
(d) training teachers in effective MCE instructim, taking into account

both the explicit and the hidden curricultun
(e) avoiding a cajoling, exhorting approach
(f) influencing not only schools and comnunities, but also colleges of

education

We should ccnsider the inplications of the "developmental psychology
perspective" for ma.

For purposes of developing MCE, it might be pragnatically and politically
wise to view development as a project with identifiable stages and to label
each stage in accordance with its main (thougb nat exclusive) focus. In
that it is carmonly easier to garner financial support for a 2-year rather
than 8-year project, for example, a "staged" developnent might be more
feasible. 'Do continue the emserple, consider the fon:ceiling two-year stages:

Stage 1 Basic Research cn MCE
Stage 2 Policy Research on MCE
Stage 3 MCE Progrem Development
Stage 4 MCE into Practice

Need for inclusion od' a wide diversity of theoretical pewispectiv!s,

Persons representing differing theoretical :positions,should-lomn together
to solve real comnunity problem. Thus a theoretical;-Onthesis u1d result;r
from different approaches sgoridng together towards' a.' .6°

-

I think there's a need far eicourAging diversi
to just the four Approaches outlined at the

It would be useful to put together a program that covers basic facilita
conditions, pranotes moral reasoning and morel cognition in general'',
also prarotes prosocial behavior. Ihen, it would be uieful to try out -su
an integrated packe,ge in a couple of field settings. 'This is preferable; in,
my opinion, to having different projects that cover different aspects of

E.



The Catholic movement-toward-faith comrunity in parochial schools exempli-
fies some of the things we should be striving for in MCE.

What oonditions in the schools are necessary for effective MCE? Can MCE
programs which have been successful when conducted under rigorously designed
conditions be translated into the public school system?

Need far assessmnt of comunity's perceptions regardiRg MCE

A starting point could be to identify a local district that has recognized
a real MCE need and defined areas of particular importance. We can then
offer the school or school system technical assistance in the form of R, D,
and D guidance and perhaps materials (although teacher-developed materials
might be a beneficial precursor). This small-i ale start is the most
feasible approach.

We must deal at the level of social reality and help communities deal with
real problems (as opposed to a "needs assessment").

There is a need to assess local communities'varying perceptions of MCE need.

Develop instruments to help local school cannunities (broadly representative
groups for a particular school or school district) identify their priorities
in MCE (something like a Delphi).

Need fbr interaction between MCE and the community

We must involve whole ccumunities in what the schools are doing in MCE and
establish a dialogue between the community people "out there" and us.

We must use instruments cooperatively with a community to assess the pre-
conditions that exist there: stresses, value positions, ethnic interests,
etc. In this way we can build participatory forums for action.

Wbrk in MCE should begin by grounding itself in contemporary social problems
and assess community stresses befbre addressing theoretical issues of imple-
mentation.

It would be wise to do an investigation of accaminity befbre attempting to
formulate a specific program far it or to implement amaral-citizenship
program fbr it. The purpose of the investigation would be to ascertain the
relevant facts of the community, to locate its moral institutions, to formu-
late its given moral values and principles, and to discover whatever facilities
and difficulties it involves for a. prognmn of moral education. Plainly,
there would be a need fbr a liaison person here, i.e., a person to fUnction
as a go-between to coordinate the investigation of the community and the
leaders of the community and to see that the programs formulated and
implemented reflect the findings of the investigation of the community.
Someone trained in philosophy of education, social fbundations of education,
crone CT' two other theoretical areas of education might be suitable inthis
liaison role.
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We need to consider haw other oannunity groups and individuals also try

to cope with MCE matters very broadly defined.

The school and canmndty should interact, with the school structured so
that it represents a microcosm of the larger cammmity. Allow students to
choose how they will participate in the oannunity, and vice versa, so that
there is a two-way transaction.

Schools need ccusunity input and cooperation to define, develop, and
implement MCE. They can't do it in vaduo.

Involvement in MCE should be at all levels: school personnel, parents, and
community (police, minorities, business, labor). Private enterprise can
play a part in supporting MCE.

MCE will not be imposed by law, and therefore rational discourses among
scholars, communities, and policy-makers must be carried out on a regular

Neea .ar local approach to MCE development

The best approach might be at the grass-roots level, with teachers partici-
pating in MCE development fran the start. The approach of developing
national "brands" of MCE is far less promising.

Development should be carried out at the local level under local control
rather than at the national level.

Local caumunity-based development is obviously preferable (from a moral
and political point of view) to the central development and dissemination
model. But the latter is more likely because it s easier to control by
dominant, exploiting groups in society.

The MCE community should take aposture of readily available resource
persons, on call for consultation with local groups to provide advice as
to how the local groups develop their own progransto meet their own reeds.

Development should not focus on producing total programs to be implemented
from the outside. There are lots of existing pieces ofprograns. Schools

need help in adapting and locally creating program to suit their own
needs and readdness.

There is aneed to um:km-taxi the public school structure and sysban:

(a) The responsibility for adopting new educational:directions and programs
resides at the'schocl district level.

(b) MCE will require teacher-training, since teachers will have to learn a
new way of and new approach to instruction.

(c) Local schools themselves must feel the need for ICE; a program handed
dommwill notwork.
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I was happy with the directions taken in this area: away from current
projects toward local district work. Regional values education centers
is a great idea.

EXperts should not be "paradhuted" in and out of MCE efforts.

Pilot sdhools in-the various approadhes would help us learn how the
different approadhes work in the lOng 'term, with real people..

I suggest a kind of cooperative study a group of schools that undertake,
to work out programs --then the provision of tedhnical aSsistance..

Program development needs to emerge on these fronts:

(a) micro models for pilot curricula
(b) supplementary curricular materials
(c) instructional system and organizational change materials

Can an MCE effort be developed on a small-scale basis, e.g., the teacher
functioning with a small group of professionals to develop strategies and
materials?

Need far MCE noterials

The Conference can make real accomplishments by identifying key materials
and methods appropriate to our goals, e.g., demonstration schools, test
results, as a basis for future activities.

I think it would be useful to gradually develop a group of prodedures:and
related materials that would represent various aspects of an effedtive-
moral education prognmm and that could be used for application and in
applied research.

There is little questian but that a good deal of additional developmental
work ib needed. Apart fran the ubiquitous values clarification devices,
and allusions in the literature to Kohlberg theory, little in the way of
tested instructional packages exist.- Hence, the development of these
packages --on moral-citizenship education objectives of high priority
should be launched as soon as possible.

Since educators, parents, etc., are so dependent upon directives and
structures, it seem crucial to have well-designed materials available
for interested teachers.

Explore feasibility and desirability of:

(a) developing some range of methods/techniques/materials, etc., fran which
local schools could choose those which are appropriate for their coMmunity

(b) developing an array of "components" fnmni4hich local groups could "assemble"
approaches appropriate for their community



Kohlberg has only a few filmstrips, with almost no exportable programming.
EV4h less is available from Staub. Only values clarification has made a
significant impact. The cogpitive-reasoning field has got to come down to
the valley of experience-based as well as verbally based learning.

Suggestions for MCE content

Emphasis should be-placed on universal values, with the recogpition that
localities will interpret and apply them differentially, depending on local
community factors. Is there a set of superordinate values that transcend
varying local conditions?

Emphasize helping persons to develop a process for making value decisions,
rather than dealing with the content of those decisions. Allow the schools
to define the problem and the value decisions.

We need a conception of moral functioning that includes the three faces of
morality: thinking, feelingaand doing. We want to develop people who know
the good, want to do it, and act upon that knowledge and desire. Interventiol
efforts should, in turn, aim to stimulate growth in all three of these areas.

Again, with regard to development, I want to emphasize that to the extent
any materials and procedures are developed for use, they should include
procedures that involve children in learning by doing, participation, and
relevant experiences. Thus role-playing experiences (which I railed "as if"
participation) as well as ways of getting children involved in activities
that produce genuine benefit to others could be useful (teaching others,
making things for children in need, etc.).

With regand to specific procedures, children learn a great deal by engage-
rent in, participation in, "moral" behavior; they learn by doing, by experiem
Thus the influence of participation and experience, in addition to procedures
that aim at advancing moral thoughts and values, needs to be studied.

Suggestions for instructional focus

I think there's a need for a variety of projects -- including home-school
projects, efforts that reach down into the earlier years, projects that
develop and test our approaches to teacher education in this area.

We need to develop parenting materials with the same vigor as pupil materials.

Program development, while retaining its basic scope and intent, should be
based on a generational approach (preschool through adult), thus
integrating different life styles into MCE.

A focus needs to be made an development during the transition stages of
gragth -- with a stress on relating mora,1 reasoning; tonoral behavior.
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Need for integretion of MCE into regular curriculum

More attention should be paid to integrating MCE into the curriculun in
view of the conservative climate.

Educators specifically specialists in curriculum and instruction -- should

try and develop interventions that the typical subject-area teacher could

use with a minimum annunt of training and which will have not only a positive
effect on the students' moral developsent but also upon the students' cognitive
development.

linse who advocate "Career Educaticn" generally argue for infusion into
extant curriculum rather than adding on a new instructional program. The

sane should wack here.

Need for focus on "hidden curriculun"

Because of opposition to MCE by certain minority groups, it seems to ne
as if the most productive types of curriculum interventions stould be either
the "hidden curriculum" or alternative teaching strategies such things as
teacher-student verbal interactions, peer tutoring, team learning; dilemma
type of materials for science, naglish, etc. The flcm should be,fron the
theorists, to the researcher, to the educator (currioulun` developnent and

instnaction), to the teacher. Realistic curriculum types eau take the tICE'

research and design curriculum materials and teaching strategies that would

further not only MCE but also cognitive gains in specific subject areas.
Similarly, changes in the total school e.nvirorunent its rules, Egeding,
teaching, athletics -- may just impact on a stUdent's moral development to a
greater extent than values clarification, magic circles, dilemmas, etc.,
and will certainly be a lot less open to criticism.

The issue is not whether schools should engage an MCE., chools are carrying

out MCE, like it or not, because teaching entai 1 q sharing of values. There-
fore our task becones haa to guide either formal. or "invisible" MCE.

Moral education should be implemented in ithe total curriculum (including the
"hidden curriculum"), although this does not preclude special, MCE courses and
activities in addition.

The hidden curriculum, school structure, and role of the teacher are crucial
factors.

The "hidden curriculurn" should be examined for parameters relating to MCE,
and alternate curricular cceponents should be developed that can be imple-

nented without completely revisang the exidting school environment.

In terms of educational needs,. we need-a.continuum fran arialYsis of moral
dilenmas to experiential, self-governance learning.- .334th,...are important,
but the latter may have the cutting edge in effectixieness-'of treatment.
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Need for testing of extant and new programs

We ought to be careful about new development. There is a greater need to teE
and apply what_we have first.

Entirely too much time and recognition have been given to particular approact
.%e need severe testing befbre we get on any bandwagon.

We must be wary of uncritically accepting MCE programs/proposals which are
not based cn solid research.

Need for teacher-training

Investigate ways to help teachers sort out their own moral value system . . .

so their example can more often be consisterwithTheir words. If teachers
"had it together," I wouldn't worry too much about special programs aiMed at ,
the kids -- it would happen naturally in each teacher's own style.

Most conversations assumed we were to design programs for students. Don't

ignore the teacher-focused programs.

Have tITIly for the teachers: MCE is only one of Many new denands beinv
made G.:

Teacher-training for MCI; is of prime importance. It is also a difficult
task, considering the factors of teachers' personal sense of morality and
ethics, personal commitment to MCE, and presence or absence of sensitivity,
etc.

The question of packaging curriculum materials is secondary to the priority,
need to train a teaching pool that can effectively use whatever materials
are developed. We lack such a pool now.

Teacher-training should be a majar focus.

We must solve the problem of how teachers with individual =mai sets can
effectively teach the same MCE materials

There is a need to develop materials for teacher- and parent-training.

A fbcal effort should be teacher- and parent-training, including implementatic
guides, activities,.end materials.

We must move into teacher-training and in-service training no matter haa we
approach MCE.

We have to find mans to give the teaching of MCE the status of teaching
reading and math.



Highlights

There is remarkable consensus that MCE must be initiated at the local
schocl level. Such an approach calls for an assessment of local conditions,
stresses, values, and perceived needs. The school-community interaction is
seen as,vital. Technical assistance could be provided by on-call consultants
at the local level, and the program could then spread to other communities,
with adaptations to their enviramrental realities. A national "handed-down"
program is universally condemned.

A second and equally weighted recommendation is the call for teacher-
training; teachers (as well as parents) need information, specialized in-
struction, and data about materials.

There is same sense that MCE would be most effective if integrated into regular
curriculum courses. However, several suggestions are made regarding MCE
"package" development: that it should integrate diverse approaches; that it
should build upon, not duplicate, what we already have; that it should reflect
a stage process; that it should take into account MCE exPeriences, demonstration,
and test results (not necessarily restricted to school programs) which have
proven successful or unsuccessful; and that it should provide materials fram
which local districts could select those most appropriate.

It is blressed that development must interact closely with theory and research.



DISSEMINATION

Overview

Dissemination might parallel stages of "development"

Stage 1 (Basic Research on MCE)

Nature of materials disseminated: (a) general information to
public on research; heavy nedia coverage (not unlike coverage
given to sone topics in nedical research); (b) formal exchanges
amongst research groups

Stage 2 (Policy Research on MCE)

Dissemination primarily to policy-making bodies
Nature of material: problems, findings, and prospects in policy
research an ICE

Stage 3 (MCE Program Development)

Dissemination to curricular developers in particular

Stage 4. (MCE into Practice)

Dissemination focus: implenenting agents (e.g., in the oontext
of schooling, teachers)

S es_aga_Lton anizational roles

We should develop a clearing-house operation to facvn i tate access to
literature, e.g., more precise ERIC descriptors or perhaps a separate
literature category for ME.

I think there's a need for something like a national contarence or
association for MCE, perhaps with dues-paying members; Moral Education
Forum could serve as its newsletter and it could sponsor mini-conferences
during the year to address particular issues like evaluation, teacher'
education, etc. Sone vehicle is needed to continue the leadership, create
visibility, keep people in touch in short build this into a inovenent
that will have scee staying power.

State departments of education can be a catalyst to local districts as
well as a dissemination instrument to make schools aware of nethods
of determining comamity needs and priorities as well as a variety of
interventions they might explore. Universities and educational laboratories
can at that point, provide the necessary -training for the prograns selected
by Ile local district.

I would think that RBS would be a very appropriate agency for field dissemi-
nation. There is a need for sane central coordination of this aspect.



Since government and private money will continue to be limited, it is legi-timate for a broadly representative group of specialists in MCE to be active
consultants and "gatekeepers" where large grants are concerned. Researchfor Better Schools might provide an opportunity for specialists to oontinueto meet.

It would be advisable to have follow-up conferences, consisting perhaps of .

subgroups within this first conference. The subgroups (e.g., research, theory,
development) might meet separately in pursuing their interests and reportback to the total group. Bbwever, care should be taken to avoid complete
separation of subgroups.

Reverse process is also important, i.e., from field to "center" (of all
types -- theory, research, policy).

We need to form a ocasortium, perhaps international in scope, to collabor-
ate on continuedmsearch in MCE.

We must devise a coordinating system to integrate and implement utat weare talking about -- an a national or international level.

We should develop a loose confederation, not a separate entity, which couldmeet at conferences on a regular basis and coordinate efforts. This con-federation could hold dialogues with other organizations having educationalunits, e.g., AM-CIO, AASA, concerningnature of and need for MCE.

We need to develop a set of regional organizations of local theorists,
state officials, and practitioners. Thus a community is established, anda pool of talent identified. Ybu can't run programs in Arizona, EansaslandOregon on a large scale from Cambridge and Washington. Ultimately, thereneeds to be an indigenous organization.

A MCE Center might have a triadic cooperation.between the community,
researchers, and a regional lab (or similar organization.working at thecommunity or regional level). Such a consortium must reflect the princi-ples bf participatory democracy, not special-interest biases.

"Tiiipartite" center idea sounds worth trying.

We must deal explicilay with how all the recommendations uould be imple-mented. Should it be a nationally martinatedeffbrt, or should ourorganizations individually seek funds ftri projects they want to do?

RBS might provide leadership in MCE operations and activities. I know ofno other agency in the United States that can provide sudh an efficient
and comprehensive service. RBS has personnel that span the range ofeducational competencies, e.g., artists, materials development, researchliterature, theorists, and structures. Their advisory cammittee(s) shouldbe carefully selected for both knowledpeof the field and political in-fluence.
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Need for collection and dissemination of descriptive/evaluative information
about MCE materials

I recommend that NIE fund and distribute literature describing available
MCE objectives/techniques/materials, etc. These descriptions should pro-
vide "consumer-Oriented" information (something like, but more extensive
than, Education Products Information Exchange or CEDaR Catalog information).

Collect and disseminate best materials available.

RBS might begin a meaningful project which would be a brief list of re-

searchers and foundations and identify five experiments they have heard
of that sound most promising.

We must make researdh and field-test findings available. So mudh is and
has already been going on.

Sort out the various materials in such a way that each school can intelligent]
select the items it wants. Try not to "unicet" specific curriculummaterials,
but provide a system for allowing individual teachers and schools to choose
what best meets their needs as they have identified them.

Programs are being introduced. Oannerical firms will not wait. And while
we may believe that many efforts are pedagogically weak, even harmful, we
should encourage those trying programs to sbare tbeir results.

We need a historical perspective, as well as the logical and psychological
ones, on the role formal schocaing has had in the fields of morel training/
education/citizenship. I got the impression that several teaching projects
are competing for disciples and funds on the basis(of their results and the
publicity they have been able toommand. The public and the schools need
not only formal assessments of these claims, but an interpretation of their
import for a variety of communal situations. Nehaps RBS could come up with
a consumer's guide in this field.

Virtually nothing of any real consequence has occurred in the way of wide-
spread dissemination. In the very recent past, however, some gains have
been rade with respect to legitimizing the importance of moral education
and dramatizing the impertance of appropriate methodology. The time is
therefore right, I think, ftrithe ccasolidation of available research, the
fabrication of the resulting implicaticns into usable instructional packages,
and the initiation of dissemination activity.

Need for use of existing dissemination channels

Use existing channels for sharing "what is" in moral education, and what
"might be. n

Disseminatian needa to occurwithin existing school centers, community
groups, and adult education classes.
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We should organize recommendations into a summary matrix and disseminate them
to existing centers, e.g., AFT, teacher centers, parent groups, etc., to olAri-
fy what we know and need to know about MCE.

We ought to make good use of the existing networks. One that I've been in-
volved with and that would be particularly useful is teachers' centers, which
have been at the cutting edge of reform both at the classroomlevel and the
teacher education level. There are many people in that movement who would
be active disseminators of MCE and utose centers offer excellent training
contexts, partly because of their openness to new ideas and the respect
with which they treat teachers.

We must filter out summary veep:emendations through groups (minorities,
parents, students, etc.) not represented at this Conference, to gain
broader representation and constituency.

The sdhools appear to be .a vehicle .forMCE_informational.forums;_they_have
power at the political level, they are accessible, and they can discuss
differences.

The resources of NEA are available to assist the effort, 'particularly with
regard to upgrading the teaching profession.

Need for Clear state -of-,the -art summary

The first priority is to develop a descriptive state-of-the-art summary,
written in layman's language, regarding assessment techniques. It should be
widely distributed.

Teachers and parents need to have an up-to-date synthesis of the generally
accepted theories of child development re: morality, charecter, and how
their behavior with children is believed to foster or retard this.

Dissemination in this area as in most areas of education is complicated by
the lack of any uniformity in taxonomies,paradigps of instruction, and
criteria far correct procedures. We cannot assume a fairly stable set of
categories within which the recipient of reports on research or theory or
program development will interpret the message. Perhaps the development of
same such set of categories, or the means of translating from one set to
another, is itself a research project that would make better dissemination
possible. For example, the debate over the meaning of citizenship education
indicates the point I am making.

The material that is needed in the field is a state of the art policy: what
the theoristsknad now about current practice -- where certain actions will
lead in terms of child development, what programs tend to produce what out-
comes and how soon. The key to this suggestion is that the local districts
will have their own desired needs, goals-, and interactions. Providing them
with this datawill allow the districts to tailor programs to match felt needs.

5 7
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Perhaps one useful technique is to inform or educate certain groups, e.g.,
foundation people, in a rather special and informal manner about the stateof the art. This might be accomplished through special seminars for such
persons before coming together in a larger conference. It seems important
to bring people to a reasonable level of common understanding of the issues,
etc.,prior to more complex sharing.

Clarify the problems and possibilities in lay language.

Need for close relationship between field experience and other MCE elements

The real problem of dissemination, it seemi to me, occurs when the theoryand research are conducted at a distance from the settings where they poten-tiAlly are applied. The closer theory and research are to the applied ounbmicbs1the less suspicion there is toward then risseminationbecomes a real, problemi'lwhen there is a complex set of middle terms to be crossed frail theory and rem4search to the field. It seems to be a-very compleic-prthltliza:-is sometimesuselessly created itihen the researdh is done in one context and setting to beapplied in another context and setting. Ile notion of apraxis orientationBar good theory develorment and research is just,beginning to be appreciated.

Following a demonstration project, other schools feeling a need couldally themselves to a technical-assistance progron, thus farming a coopera-tive group which would spread outwand to other localities (such a proceduralmodel being based on argricultural demonstration projects).

The whole concept of dissemination (and implenentation) seems inappropriatein the MCE area, since it connotes a procedure of imposition of independentlydeveloped ideas and materials from outside onto a local context.

Need for focus on teachers

In-service teacher training (and funding) is a primary concern.

TWo efforts need to be made to bring more of the teacher-education field
under the tent:

(a) efforts (mailings, use of the media, etc.) to simply make more teacher
educators aware °TICE and the growing efforts in this area -- and to
stimulate interest

(b) regional institutes -- and other forms of training opportunities (pre-
conference workshop days in moral education, for example, piggybacking
on existing national edUcation conferences) that train teacher educators
in the skills they need to train teachers to be effective moral educators.
This will require first identifying people in the field with expertise
and experience in workingwithiteachers.

We should provide teacher-training -- experiential component is essential.

rissemimate MCE materials fromsdlich teachers can choose and integrate
those that best fit their individuality, creativity, etc. -- "hcmtmrser-
helper" model.

Provide professional support groups for teachers.
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Need for MCE newsletter

Publidh the newsletter!

Continue, expand on newsletters, naterial reviews.

Need for visual aids

Sare video tapes, movies, *and slide presentations relating to NICE programswould be. very helpful.

Sane television programs incorporating video tapes fran demostration
projects would help.

Dissemination should be deferred until developnent is more advanced

I don't see a concentrated effort or dissemination at this point in time,
due to lack of well-defined goals and related methods.

We haven't anything to disseminate yet. Publication should not be prema

Dissemination seems premature.

Highlights

There is a call for a representative, centralized, coordinating body tolead MCE efforts, with perhaps regional subcenters. Whatever the ternused (e.g., "consorti.um,"
"center," "confederation"), the desire for acoordinating unit is apparent. Corollary with this is the expressedneed for systematic coninunication across the field.

A major emphasis of the recomendations is that research, me'astnement,materials, theory, etc. findings and activities should be summarized (innon-jargon terns), periOdically updated, and disseminated to those in thefield. The lack of such resources is consistently deplored.

A.secend major theme is the call for establishing information networks,dialogues, miniconferences, symposia, workshops, and the like, for exchangeand coordination of data concerning a 'wide range of ME issues. An içortarelement of this activity should be a mechanism far seeking-revieufoutcares from a broadly representative constituency of individuals andorganizations. There shoufd be a two-way disseminations flaa to and franthe "center" and the field.

A clear state-of-the-art
summary is seen as a priority activity.

A number of specific dissemination techniques are.proposed: a newsletter,TV and slide presentation, the use of existing
ne-tworks (teachers' centers,state departments of education 12IC), and a ICE clearing house. (Mereis a minority opinion that such formal dissemination is prenature, in iiof the current state of the art.
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Implensntation Issues:
Brainstorming Session attitudes)

uncertainty existing in 14ZZ area (polarized

(Selected Cements) danger of handing teacher too much responsi-
bility in MCE programs

danger of crisis orientaticn to MCE (which
vitiates MCE intent and efforts)

issues relating to secular versus religious
orientation in ICE

lack of cannunity-needs assessment related to_
ICE

obfuscation of jargon in ICE

lack of legitimacy for Z1E

danger of MCE overloading the core curricular'

problens relating to religious opposition to
MCE

parental ocncerns in 14CE: conflict in
aUthority, conflict between reality of hone
and sabot:U.,- invasion of privaCy

issues relating to local versus federal
mandate for MCE

need for broad (ethnic and class) ParticiPa-
tion in MCE,

problens relating to indoctrinatiai versus
objectivity (neutrality), in ME

problens relating to central versus local
oon-trols in ICE

problems relating to process versus prod,
(package., approach in MCE

isstes relating to nature of change agent
in ICE

rc,..taeas relating to casting school in role of
social-change agent

school administrators' versus teachers'
attitudes toward ME



need to assess and justify MCE

need to prioritize expenditures for PEE R and D

need for cannunity involvement and support in
MCE

danger of empire-building theorists/developers
dominating MOE

issues related to =Triunity being viewed as
sanctioner of MCE

lack of faith in WE raticnal dialogue

diversity of MCE teachers backgrounds, skills,
interests

danger of encroachment of special-interest
groups in MCE

red flag nature of the worcl "morel"

ccoplexity of MCE behavior.

absence of professional sanctiais in MCE

need to formulate an acceptable, usefuldefinitiai of MCE

problem relating to tine requirements for
installing MCE (in-service, public relaticns,
etc.)

lack of professicnal constituency-iv=
narrcw view of MCE theorists

varied background of MCE students

teachers' ignorance of developmental psychology

threat to teachers'/administrators' sense of power

educators' fears of camamity objections toMCE

parental versus professional desires in MCE
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danger of external impositian of MCE

teachers' Versus community's perception of
MCE needs

need for school to interact with the larger
community

need to provide nonconstraining assistance to
MCE teachers

individualistic versus societal perspective o
MCE

lack of unifoim (reliable and valid) MCE
measures

lack of review of recent MCE literature

issues relating to selection of MCE tarilet
group(s) (ethnic and class.factors)

lack of crces -field, multidisciplinary
caammicaticn in MCE field

lack of adequate MCE data-base

issues relating to selection of MCE teachers
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Sense of the Conference

As is clear from the preceding sumer!, of recommendations, the Con-
ference generated ahealthy mix of convergence and divergence, with the
former clearly the dominant tone. For instance, there was virtual una-
nimity on the following points:

There is an imperative need to mount MGE programs naa.
There is a'need to define MCE, or at least delimit its scope.
There are pitfalls and caveats whidh we must be aware of, e.g.,
"red flag" terminology, the public specter of indoctrination.
Public policy, theory, research, development, auld_cUsendnation--
must join hands in an interactive, communicative team effort.
A coalition/confederation providing central coordination is
essential.

The approach must be multidisciplinary.

Societal sectors (e.g., religious groups, service organizations)
must be involved, since they impact significantly on children and
their environment.

Implementation should begin at the school level and involve the
community, perhaps subsequently moving to other areas or delivery
systems, e.g., parent-training.

If federal funding is involved, it should be, at most, in partner--
ship with private interests, never dominant.

The time to act in MCE is now.

These are among some of the points on which there was outstanding
consensus. If one could extract, in one phrase, the nub, or sense, of
the Conference, it would be: a call for action. Methods, vehicles, pro-
cesses, management, substance, and format -- all these were considered in
depth. But the mood was one of energy and readiness to move in the MCE
field. How to capitalize on this mood, and how to carry out the GOnference
recommendations, are the topic of a separate document: the total planning-
effort report of recommendations to be submitted to NIE and the public.
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In sum, the Conference, togetharwith its products, was the key out-

come of the year's planning effort. As such, it set the stage for future

MCE endeavors by providing ;knowledge-base, communication, impetus di-
rection, and a vision.
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Evaluation of the Conference

While extensive evaluation efforts were not uniartaken, the end-of-
Conference questionnaire findings were favorable. The evaluation instru-
ment and findings are shown below. It seems clear that the objectives of
establishing carmunication, sharing knowledge, generating recommendations,

and promoting ccamitment to MCE goals were achieved to a large extent.

1. Opportunity to meet with professionally significant individuals'

Excellent Gcod Acceptable Fair Poor

36 6 0 1 0
I

2. Opportunity for you to become better informed about development in
the MCE domain:

Excellent Good Acceptable Fair Poor

24 15 4 0 0
I

3. The production of ideas and recommendations concerning :

1

Excellent Good Acceptable Fair Poor

I 13 17 10 3 0

4. Overall evaluation of the worth of the Conference:

EXcellent Good Acceptable Fair

24 16 2 0

5. Did the Conference engage you to the extent that you are willing to
invest time in the developmmTt and review of MCE R, ro, & D if con-
tacted?

Yes MaVbe

37 ,5
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Conference Publication

A MCE book is in preparation, financed by RBS corporate funds, which
is intended for practitioners and students alike. The cohtent will be
derived frum and build on Conference inputs. A brief prospectus of the
book follows:

The four dominant approaches to MCE are each described py
a prestigious scholar; the propositions set forth in these
descriptions are then critiqued by a group of equally
eminent cominentators; and finally, the volume's editor,
Russell A. Hill, contributes a synthesizing chapter
in which (a) the major sinilarities and differences among
the four approaches

are illuminated, and (b) a methodology
for incorperating the partictflar benefits of each -- at
appropriate places in the curriculum -- is outlined. This
final chapter nakes several unique contributions. First,
it provides a conceptualization -- a conceptual map, as
it were -- of the confused and fragmented field of MCE.
Second, it draws together and synthesizes knowledge and
findings fnmn a broad spectrum of MCE theory, research,
practice, and so forth. To our knowledge, this kind of
analytic and conceptual overvieg is nowhere else available.
Finally, to enhance the volume's pragmatic appeal for
teachers and adminibtrdtors, each of the sections contains

a sequence of practical implications and instructional
recommendations.

The major authors include: Jerrold R. Combs, University of British
Columbia; Howard Kirschenbaum, National Humanistic Education Center;
Norman A. Sprinthall, University of Minnescta and Ralph L. Mosher, Bceton
University; and Ervin Staub, University of Ma'ssachusetts. Their critiquers
include: for Coombs -- Harry S. Broudy, University of Illinois; Thomas
F. Green, Syracuse University; James E. McClellan, State University of
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New York at Albany; for Kirschenbaum -- Rodney F. Allen, The Florida

State University; John R. Meyer, University of Windsor; Milton Meux,

The University of Utah; far Sprinthall and Mosher 7-- Thomas Lickana,

State University of Ned York College at Gartland; Peter Scharf, University
of California at Irvine; Edmund V. Sullivan, Institute of Studies in
Education; and for Staub -- James H. Bryan, Northwestern University;

Larry C. Jensen, Brigham Young University; Frank D. Payne, San Jose State
University.

Negotiations are now underway with commerical publishers which have

indicated an interest in publishing such a book.
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APPENDIX

Informal Commentary on the Conference

Dear Russ,

I want to congnatulate you on planning and carrying out one of the
most impressive conferences I've ever attended and that part of an equally
impressive larger change process. Frankly, I was very skeptical. I had
been extremely unimpressed by the conference in Ontario. It struck both
Barb and me as one of the greatest wastes of talent we've even seen. And
it was downright discouraging to think that this was the,leadership of the
international moral education movement, with so many people trying to im-
press each other, put each other down and demonstrate that Imy approach
is better than yours." The Philadelphia conference just"goes to sham what
I think we all believe -- that if you put people in an environment where
the rules are favorable to human growth and where the atnosphere is facil-
itative and supportive, they are going to rise to the occasion. You
helped create those norms and the results were astounding. I heard several
people, including myself, eXclaiming on how much they learned. People
listened! They reached out across previously rigid boundaries. I really
appreciated having the opportunity to be a part of it and, I hope, to con-
tribute to it. I'm still skeptical about the final outcomes insofar as
national funding and legislation goes; but in any case, I think the con-
ference was a huge success. Then again, if any change effort has a chance
of having a bag impact, yours does. I wish you good luck in all the work
ahead in digesting, summarizing, analyzing, and feeding back the enormous
amount of data you have to deal with.

Howard XiisChenbaum
National Humanistic Education Center

Dear Russ:

I am still sorting out the many stimulating discussions we had at
the Sugar Loaf Conference. I thought your leadership in the conference
was most important and that you had a useful structure for the task . . .

I am returning your questionnaire without putting in the amount of
thought I had hoped. BUt we are in several mini-crises this week and I
remember your insightful remark that good intentions don't get the material
back on time!

As you might,have concluded, I Tmas left with some personal disappoint-
Trent that the whole issue of man's mmulity seemed to be approached in a
wholly intellectual context. Do people really believe that is possible?
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Everywhere I look I see men and women -- many with great intellects --
looking for a moral identity, sense of purpose and a reference point for
determining answers to.life's tough questions. Personally, I believe man
was created by God, Who revealed to us moral boundaries outside of which
man is unfulfilled, guilt-ridden and aimless. I don't want to get into
theology, but it was sad to see so little insight into man'S moral nature
from the Nation's "experts." There are hundreds of individuals with whom
Al Quie and I meet who have a solid hold on the questions that seemed to
escape most of the conferees.

Nevertheless, I think your project is worth pursuing and hope that
the group will eventually come to a realization that improving a person's
reasoning capacity is not the sole answer to moral education. The problem
is that, under our system of law, it is not appropriate for the schools to
take the leadership in helping young people openly pursue spiritual ques-
tions. The dilannaremodns: how then to include the schools?

I look forward to keeping in touCh with the project. Thanks f6r in-
cluding me in the conference.

Robert C. Andringa
Office of Albert H. Quie, MC
Hcuse of Representatives

Dear Russ:

MLany, many thanks for a super opportunity to exchange views with so
many colleagues and interesting persons/mit, I didn't get or take the
chance to tell you that in our rushed departure. One really serendipitous
event was my meeting Byron Walker of the Ohio Departnent of Education.
We had a chance to chat at the airport and I learned of a curriculum
package they were completing that is almost identical to our efforts at
the early grades. This was a bit of reinforcing from a once unknown source.

You may wish me to repeat my conviction of confidence in the work of,
RBS in this area. It is the "only" operation in the States that I am con-
fident can and is working on an intelligible approach to moral education.
I sometimes get the sense that you may need more said on your behalf and
I am prepared to do this for whatever type of audience necessary . . .

John R. Meyer
Values Education Centre
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Dear Russ:

First, I think you are to be complimented for the array of talent at
many different levels and several different establishments that you brought
together. I think a lot of people genuinely appreciated meeting people
they-had read and wanted to know better. Second, the conference setting
was exquisite. It is clearly in what I am coming to understand as the RBS
tradition. Third, the vibes fram the staff, Lami you to the youngest Hill,
were very warm and supportive . . .

.Incidentally, I thought the materials that you prepared for the con-
ference, particuaarly the booklet, were very helpful . . . Finally, I was
very glad to have been invited. I had a chance to have ny say about the
Feds role (that they commission surveys to see if there is a felt need and
the nature of that need and then help small units, states and local communi-
ties make their own response to what is fcund to be the peoples desires
and tolerances in this area).

Kevin Ryan
The Ohio State University

Dear Russell,

Congratulations on your succeSSful MCE conference. By creating an
opportunity for specialists from widely divergent parts of the continent
to get together, you may also have provided the setting from which some
other --local and regional --activities may generate . . .

Lisa Kuhmerker
Hunter College

Dear Dr. Hill:

I thought the conference went off very well; it certainly gave me a
perspective on the state of the art and the mind in this area that I could
not have acquired in any other way so quickly.

With best wishes for the project, I am

Harry S. Bnoudy
University of Illinois
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Dear Russ,

Thanks for a great conference. Your presentafion on Sunday morning
was not only an excellent summary of the discussion so far, but also a
legible signpost of things to come. (Thank goodness you didn't have time
to prepare visual aids for that session!)

There are going to be some rough times ahead if MCE is to become'
something other than a topic for a conference. If we can help, just.give
us a call.

James E. MCClellan
Dorothy McClellan
'State University of New York
at Albany

Dear Russ:

My praise for your efforts in organizing the conference. It was the
best that I have attended.

Again thanks for the exciting time.

Russ:

James Bryan
Northwestern University

I wanted to drop you a note complimenting you on a brilliant conference!

I have no way of knowing if all of what happened met your expectations
and objectives, but it was the finest conference I can recall having attended,
with the possible equal of the Oakville, Onatrio (January 1975) meeting
(which you also attended). I learned alot. The meetingp (especially our
discussion group) were fruitful. People were serious and concerned about
exploring and understanding rather than winning. In fact, the best point
was the level of cooperation. Inspite of the fact that various "camps" in
values education were represented, all tried to understand and to concentrate
on common points of agreement -- rather than bicker and snipe.

Congratulations!
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rear Russ:

Many thanks for inviting me to your ccnference. I thought it was
very well run, that the competency level of the group was surprisingly
high, and I enjoyed meeting a. number of the people. I hope that the con-
ference yielded the results that you particularly desired.

Robert Hogan
The Johns Hopkins University

Dear Russ,

I thoroughly enjoyed the conference -- met lots of good people, cot
lots of good ideas, and came away sharing your, optimism about the future
of the field, I think there's a great contribution waiting to be made --
if we have the will to make it.

Dear Mr. Hill:

I very muCh enjoyed the conference.
would have taken -dip opportunity to stay

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thomas Lickona
State University of New York at
Cortland

Had it have been possible, I
for the whole weekend.

Albert H. Quie, MC
House of Representatives

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in a most informative
and well planned weekend. I learned a great deal and hope that I will be
able to communicate my inLerest to the Synagogue Council. We will cer-
tainly have to stay in touch.

Nancy FuChs-Kreimer
Representing: Institute for
Jewish Policy Planning and
Research

Synagogue Council of America
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Daar Russ,

I learned a good deal from [the Conference] and was glad to have an

cpportunity to participate . . .

Ralph W. Tyler
Senior Oansultant
Science Research Associates
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